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Electronic Supplement Description1

The electronic supplement provided alongside this paper provides additional context and2

details to the concepts presented. Included are two tables which provide the details of3

the seismic reflection lines and petroleum exploration well logs utilized in the Canterbury4

velocity model development, and three figures which illustrate the surface elevation con-5

tours for the top of the Miocene unit, Paleogene unit, and Banks Peninsula volcanics in6

the vicinity of the Port Hills.7

Abstract8

A 3D high-resolution model of the geologic structure and associated seismic velocities in9

the Canterbury, New Zealand region is developed utilising data from depth-converted seis-10

mic reflection lines, petroleum and water well logs, cone penetration tests, and implicitly11

guided by existing contour maps and geologic cross sections in data sparse subregions.12

The model, developed using geostatistical Kriging, explicitly represents the significant13

and regionally recognisable geologic surfaces that mark the boundaries between geologic14

units with distinct lithology and age. The model is examined in the form of both geologic15

surface elevation contour maps as well as vertical cross sections of shear wave velocity,16
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with the most prominent features being the Banks Peninsula Miocene-Pliocene volcanic17

edifice, and the Pegasus and Rakaia late Mesozoic-Neogene sedimentary basins. The ad-18

equacy of the modelled geologic surfaces is assessed through a residual analysis of point19

constraints used in the Kriging and qualitative comparisons with previous geologic models20

of subsets of the region. Seismic velocities for the lithological units between the geologic21

surfaces have also been derived, thus providing the necessary information for a Canter-22

bury velocity model (CantVM) for use in physics-based seismic wave propagation. The23

developed model also has application for the determination of depths to specified shear24

wave velocities for use in empirical ground motion modelling, which is explicitly discussed25

via an example.26

Keywords: Canterbury, velocity model, geologic surfaces, ground motion simulation27

Introduction28

The 2010–2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence produced severe ground motions which29

caused widespread geotechnical and structural damage throughout the Canterbury re-30

gion (Bradley et al., 2014; Kaiser et al., 2012). The 3D geologic structure in the Can-31

terbury subsurface was likely a salient factor in the observed structural and geotechnical32

damage, based on identified ground motion basin edge and wave guide effects (Bradley,33

2012; Bradley and Cubrinovski, 2011). The development of a 3D high-resolution model34

of the Canterbury geologic structure and associated seismic velocities will provide an im-35

proved understanding of its contributions to the severe ground motions observed in the36

2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence as well as improving predictions in future37

events. The principal objective for this paper is the creation of a Canterbury velocity38

model (CantVM) for use in physics-based ground motion simulation. However, in ad-39

dition, such a model can also provide valuable information on the subsurface structure40

for applications such as geologic structure and restoration analyses (Ghisetti and Sibson,41

2012), and depths to significant shear wave velocity horizons (e.g. depth to 1.0km/s shear42

wave velocity, Z1.0) for use in empirical ground motion modelling (Abrahamson and Silva,43

2008). This paper omits a detailed treatment of the interbedded nature of the shallow44
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Quaternary deposits in the coastal Christchurch region of Canterbury, which is detailed45

in Lee et al. (2017).46

Many geologic features in the Canterbury subsurface influence wave propagation and47

resulting surface ground motions, such as regional sedimentary basins and a high-velocity48

volcanic edifice produced by Miocene-Pliocene volcanism (Bradley, 2012; Browne et al.,49

2012). Although the geologic structure of the Canterbury region has been investigated50

in the past, the quality or scope of investigations were unable to provide a region-wide51

framework for a consistent 3D model applied to the whole stratigraphic column (e.g. Hicks52

(1989), Ghisetti and Sibson (2012), and Jongens (2011)). However, recent studies and ex-53

perimental surveys coupled with previously documented results have provided the means54

to produce a new 3D model of the Canterbury geologic structure which is extensively55

constrained by high-quality data. Figure 1 presents a simplified stratigraphic column56

of the Canterbury region, summarizing the main geologic units and their relative ages57

in millions of years (Ma), and corresponding interval velocities (detailed in subsequent58

sections) (Forsyth et al., 2008). The Canterbury stratigraphic sequence displays a com-59

plex setting caused by variations in lithology, depositional environment and ages of the60

basin-infilling units (Brown and Weeber, 1992; Forsyth et al., 2008). However, in order61

to produce a robust velocity model from the available data, the geologic units considered62

must have significantly different lithology and contrasting seismic velocity impedance ra-63

tios such that they are prominently evident in seismic reflection lines, used as principal64

constraints for building the subsurface geologic model. The sequence of geologic units65

explicitly modelled are herein referred to as the Quaternary, Pliocene, Banks Peninsula66

volcanics (BPV), Miocene, Paleogene and Basement. The Late Cretaceous unit and Mt67

Somers volcanics are assimilated into the Paleogene unit for the model due to insufficient68

constraints to explicitly model them at present. As noted in the Figure 1 caption, the use69

of these unit names is for brevity, and since unit boundaries are identified lithologically70

they do not represent the true geologic age boundaries.71

Previously, only the geologic Basement and Pliocene units (of the modelled units in72

this study) had been explicitly examined in 3D across the Canterbury region. Hicks (1989)73
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and Ghisetti and Sibson (2012) both produced 3D interpretations of the geologic Basement74

for the wider Canterbury region and Jongens (2011) developed a 3D interpretation for75

the base of the Quaternary sediments which is analogous to the top of Pliocene surface76

developed in this study. The the scope of existing models were generally limited to onshore77

components and often utilized low-quality data in areas where high-quality data were not78

available at the time of development. While the existing models were adequate for the79

purposes of their development, the CantVM presented subsequently aims to: (1) expand80

the scope of previous models by utilizing more extensive datasets, including those offshore;81

and (2) remedy several limitations of the existing models by utilizing high-quality data,82

including recently obtained seismic reflection lines.83

In this paper, the details of the new 3D high-resolution velocity model of the Can-84

terbury region that explicitly characterises five geologic units, across both onshore and85

offshore regions, is presented. The model spans the majority of the Canterbury Basin in86

preparation for subsequent large-scale ground motion simulations (e.g. South Island-wide87

modelling), however a smaller subdomain (shown in subsequent figures) has been utilized88

with the objective of modelling ground motion simulations of the 2010-2011 Canterbury89

earthquake sequence. An application utilising the 3D CantVM to investigate the depth90

to 1.0km/s shear wave velocity, Z1.0, and its correlation with 30m-averaged shear wave91

velocity, Vs30, is also presented.92

Summary of adopted datasets93

The adopted datasets for modelling the Canterbury geologic structure comprises several94

dense networks of seismic reflection lines, petroleum and water well logs, geologic maps of95

surface outcrops, cone penetration test (CPT) data, existing geologic contour maps, and96

supplementary geologic cross sections in areas where a lack of physical data can lead to a97

geologically inconsistent model via the application of Kriging alone. Figure 2 summarizes98

all data sources, both physical and derived, used in the development of the CantVM and99

also presents the model domain. The seismic reflection lines provide constraint over the100

majority of the model domain and are therefore the model’s principal constraint. However,101
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CPT, water well logs and BPV contours have the most influence on the modelled BPV102

subsurface near its surface outcrop. Collectively, the adopted datasets provide modelling103

constraints which extensively span the modelled area. As the seismic reflection lines are104

the principal constraints of the CantVM, details of the seismic reflection lines utilized105

are elaborated upon in this paper. Details of the other constraints utilized are discussed106

further in Lee et al. (2016).107

Seismic reflection surveying is a geophysical method which utilises the reflectivity of108

geologic unit boundaries as a result of impedance contrasts, to produce seismic images109

detailing the subsurface properties and structure (Ashcroft, 2011). Seismic reflection lines110

are acquired in two way travel time (TWTT) and therefore must be depth converted.111

Table S1, available in the electronic supplement to this article, presents the details of the112

seismic reflection surveys and their associated lines utilized in this study. Additionally,113

Table S2, available in the electronic supplement to this article, presents the details of114

the petroleum well logs utilized in this study which were correlated against the seismic115

reflection lines for both their interpretation and also interval velocity calculations.116

Figure 3 illustrates the steps required to process a migrated, uninterpreted seismic117

reflection line in TWTT into an interpreted depth-converted seismic reflection line. Fig-118

ure 3a shows the uninterpreted 99-103 line of the Indopacific IP256-99 survey located119

in the Rakaia River area, which crosses the BPV, in TWTT, a common starting point120

for the seismic reflection line processing of this study. Figure 3b shows the interpreted121

99-103 line where marker horizons have been traced along the identified prominent re-122

flectors. Faults are also identified from the structural offsets observed in the reflection123

line. The next step is to depth convert the reflection lines, where geologic units bounded124

by the marker horizons are converted to depth by multiplying the TWTT interval by125

representative interval velocities. The resulting interpreted, depth-converted reflection126

line is shown in Figure 3c. Figure 3 also highlights the intersection of the 99-103 line127

with the 98-004 and 98-001 tie lines from the Indopacific IP256-98 survey. Some ex-128

isting seismic reflection lines were already available in the public domain as interpreted129

and depth-converted, with these interpretations originally made by petroleum industry130
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companies (Schlumberger Geco Prakla/Indo-Pacific Energy (NZ) Ltd., 1998, 1999, 2000).131

Because the stratigraphic subdivisions used by the oil industry were not necessarily the132

same as those required for this study, such lines have been reinterpreted for this study,133

as well as updated based on available new information on stratigraphic sequences in the134

region. The resulting depth-converted marker horizons from the seismic reflection inter-135

pretations were subsequently used as constraints for developing the geologic surfaces of136

the velocity model.137

Geologic surface model methodology138

From the adopted datasets presented in the previous section, it is possible to construct 3D139

surface models which identify boundaries between geologic units with distinct character140

(e.g. lithology, facies, age). The 3D surfaces developed characterize the extent and141

elevation of the top of each lithological unit (i.e. Pliocene, BPV, Miocene, Paleogene and142

Basement units as detailed in Figure 1). Novelties of Canterbury’s regional geology were143

explicitly considered in the development of the surfaces to ensure the model adequately144

represents the existing regional geology. The following two subsections discuss the salient145

features of the regional geology and the Kriging interpolation method employed in the146

model development, as well as some inherent limitations.147

Considerations of regional geology and model limitations148

Stratigraphic sequences are deposited during geologic time intervals that are grouped in149

a chronological time scale subdivided into eras, epochs and periods (see Forsyth et al.150

(2008) for the Canterbury region). During time, the sequence of sediments that is de-151

posited within a sedimentary basin generally displays variations in lithology that depend152

on multiple factors and are ultimately related to the tectonic setting of the depositional153

areas. For the South Island of New Zealand, terrestrial sediments of Late Cretaceous154

age were followed by Paleocene-Eocene terrestrial to shallow-marine sandstones and silt-155

stones, Oligocene shallow-water limestones, Miocene marine sandstones and mudstones,156
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and Plio-Quaternary marine to terrestrial conglomerates and gravels. However, the pur-157

pose of the geologic surfaces in the CantVM is to define units with contrasting velocities,158

and therefore the surfaces to be defined are mostly distinguished in terms of their lithology.159

Considering the Canterbury regional geology, illustrated in Table 1 (where the CantVM160

column details the units explicitly modelled, the Period and Epoch columns detail the161

respective geologic ages each unit consists of, and the remaining columns detail the re-162

gional formations), and the most prominent reflectors in the seismic reflection lines, the163

most practical sequence of surfaces for the CantVM is an age-based definition as a proxy164

to units with contrasting lithology and age, as described above and in Figure 1. The165

uppermost geologic unit, of predominant Quaternary age, has a complex interbedded166

nature with alternating terrestrial gravel and marine sediment formations (Brown and167

Weeber, 1992). In this study, the Quaternary is modelled as a single unit despite its in-168

terbedded nature, however, a detailed treatment and characterization of the Quaternary169

is detailed in Lee et al. (2017). The unit of predominantly Pliocene age, bounded by the170

top Pliocene, BPV and Miocene surfaces, is almost exclusively comprised of the Kowai171

Formation, a brown weathered, greywacke-clast conglomerate with sandstone, siltstone172

and mudstone with scattered shellbeds and carbonaceous layers. The BPV unit consists173

of high-velocity basaltic and trachytic lava flows in the upper regions, and rhyolite and174

andesite lava flows in the deeper regions. The unit of predominantly Miocene age is less175

well defined than the Pliocene unit, consisting of laterally variable, blue-grey, calcareous,176

sandy siltstone and brown, calcareous sandstone, locally with limestone or minor fossil-177

iferous greywacke-clast conglomerate. The adopted unit of predominantly Paleogene age178

embodies several geologic epochs including the Oligocene, Eocene and Paleocene. The179

Oligocene is primarily dominated by the Amuri Limestone Formation across the entire180

region. The Eocene and Paleocene generally consist of quartzose sandstone derivatives.181

The Late Cretaceous period is also modelled as a part of the Paleogene unit (as shown in182

Table 1) due to insufficient constraints for an explicit representation, and also primarily183

consists of quartzose sandstone derivatives in the Conway and Broken River formations184

which span the majority of the region. The Mount Somers volcanics, generally located185
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in southwest Canterbury, consists of flow-banded, porphyritic rhyolite but has insufficient186

constraints for an explicit representation and is therefore also assimilated into the adopted187

Paleogene unit. The geologic Basement, commonly referred to as the Torlesse Compos-188

ite Terrane, consists of grey, indurated, quartzofeldspathic sandstone greywackes and is189

reasonably consistent throughout the region (Forsyth et al., 2008).190

The late Miocene-Pliocene BPV (11-6 Ma) (Forsyth et al., 2008), located south of191

Christchurch city represent a geologically significant feature (Hampton, 2010; Ring and192

Hampton, 2012; Sewell, 1988) which must be considered in the velocity model of the Can-193

terbury region. These volcanic rocks have a significantly higher velocity (i.e. a modelled194

P-wave interval velocity of 4000m/s, as shown in Figure 1) than adjacent sedimentary195

geologic units (i.e. modelled P-wave interval velocities of 2100m/s and 2500m/s for the196

Pliocene and Miocene, respectively, as shown in Figure 1) which results in high impedance197

contrasts causing reflective wave phenomena such as basin and waveguide effects, and198

basin edge effects (Bradley, 2012; Frankel et al., 2009; Graves et al., 1998; Joyner, 2000;199

Lee et al., 2009). The top of the BPV is well constrained while the base of the BPV is200

to a lesser extent as many subsurface investigation techniques are unable to resolve the201

geologic structure through to the base of volcanics, or are difficult to carry out in the202

highland areas of Banks Peninsula itself. For the model, the base of BPV serves the same203

purpose as the top of the Miocene and are therefore combined since the top of the BPV204

is explicitly modelled separately (as shown in Table 1).205

The Canterbury area is seismically active as a result of being in close proximity to the206

Australian and Pacific plate boundary (Campbell et al., 2012; Ghisetti and Sibson, 2012;207

Sibson et al., 2011). There are many documented faults in the Southern Alps and Canter-208

bury foothills, that are inherited from multiple episodes of tectonic deformation over time,209

with some of them still active in the present-day stress field. However, as the 2010-2011210

Canterbury earthquake sequence has amply demonstrated, not all the active subsurface211

faults are necessarily well defined and mapped. Although all major faults are structurally212

important for geologic models, they are difficult to implement in interpolation. Therefore213

complete faults have not been explicitly modelled in this first version of the CantVM.214
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Seismic reflection lines which cross faults will have the respective faults interpreted in215

the sections and therefore offer some minor extent of fault characterisation. However, the216

effect of the offset (vertical and/or horizontal separation) of a marker surface caused by217

a fault is localised. Further discussion of this limitation is given in the discussion and218

conclusions section.219

Interpolation method220

Kriging, a generalised least squares regression algorithm for geostatistical interpolation,221

was utilized to develop the geologic surfaces based on the aforementioned datasets using222

the MOVE geological modelling software under academic license provided by Midland223

Valley. An exponential transition model, which determines the Kriging algorithm’s spatial224

autocorrelation, was used for the theoretical variogram as it was found to provide the best225

fit to the adopted datasets amongst considered transition models. Variogram parameters226

(i.e. nugget, partial sill and range) were specifically developed for each surface based on227

the physical data used as constraints. The theoretical exponential variogram was produced228

by visually adjusting parameters to provide the best fit to the sample variogram for 0-229

30km lag distance, the exception being the BPV, which was Kriged over a smaller domain230

with the corresponding theoretical variogram therefore fitted to the empirical variogram231

for lag distances between 0-10km.232

The modelled geologic surfaces were Kriged onto a rasterized grid of 1.0km x 1.0km233

spacing which was chosen to balance the resolution of the interpolation with the spatial234

density of the underlying data. The exception to this was the BPV surface which was235

Kriged onto a finer grid of 200m x 200m spacing due to the higher density of well logs236

and CPT data near the BPV outcrop where the subsurface slopes of the volcanic edifice237

are steep. As the interpolation grid points do not necessarily coincide with the data used,238

the exact elevations of the constraints are not precisely honoured but a weighted average239

is assigned at the grid points instead.240
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Geologic surface models241

This section examines the geologic surfaces produced from the Kriging process detailed in242

the previous section. Figure 4 provides a 3D isometric view of the resultant surfaces in the243

domain utilized for ground motion simulations of the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake244

sequence which highlights their stratigraphic sequence. Detailed examinations of the245

top of Basement, Pliocene and BPV surfaces are carried out by evaluating elevation246

contour maps of each surface. The top of Paleogene and Miocene surfaces mirror many247

features observed in the Basement and Pliocene surfaces, and are available in the electronic248

supplement to this article.249

Geologic surface elevation contour maps250

Figure 5 and Figure 6 present surface elevation contour maps (relative to mean sea level) of251

the marker surfaces of top of Basement and top of Pliocene, respectively. The constraints252

used, as shown in their respective legends, are plotted alongside the elevation contours253

to provide perspective on which areas of the Kriged surfaces are well constrained. The254

topographic-shaded areas plotted (primarily around the Banks Peninsula and Southern255

Alps range front areas) are the respective geologic unit outcrops utilized. Additionally,256

the surface traces of mapped faults are also plotted (Stirling et al., 2012).257

The top Basement surface elevation contour map (as shown in Figure 5) has many258

structural features present. Two of the most apparent features are the two regional259

depressions that host Paleogene to Neogene sedimentary basins, the Pegasus basin east260

of Kaiapoi and the Rakaia basin in the Rakaia River area. The Pegasus basin is highly261

constrained by the Green Gate (Velseis Processing/Green Gate Ltd., 2006, 2007), OGS262

Explora (GeoSphere/Green Gate Ltd., 2005) and Kaharoa (Barnes et al., 2011) seismic263

reflection surveys which essentially cover the entire offshore Pegasus Bay area. The Rakaia264

basin is relatively constrained by the Indopacific Rakaia River lines. Another apparent265

feature in the top Basement surface is the structural high that is connected with the266

late Miocene-Pliocene volcanism in the Banks Peninsula area (Ghisetti and Sibson, 2012;267

Hampton, 2010; Ring and Hampton, 2012; Sewell, 1988). The Basement surface (as268
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well as the other surfaces) shows the bulge associated with the double volcanic edifice269

structure where the Lyttelton and Akaroa volcanoes lie (Sewell, 1988; Sewell et al., 1993).270

The elevation of the Basement in the Lyttelton structure is inferred to reach a higher271

elevation than in the Akaroa structure as constrained from Basement outcropping at272

Gebbies pass as a result of the Gebbies Pass fault system (Forsyth et al., 2008; Ring and273

Hampton, 2012). The ’saddle’ structure of the Basement surface between Rolleston and274

Darfield is a feature which arises as a consequence of the raised elevation of the Banks275

Peninsula and Southern Alps areas. The Basement surface also exhibits a high level of276

complexity in highly constrained areas, such as the Pegasus Bay area. The higher level277

of complexity is a reflection of the high level of detail interpreted in the constraints,278

particularly the reflection lines. The top Basement surface is particularly complex due279

to many faults occurring in the Basement structure which do not extend to the younger280

units (Ghisetti and Sibson, 2012). In the context of the Basement surface it is noted281

that smoothly varying elevations in regions of low data constraint likely miss important282

Basement topography due to unmodelled faulting.283

Figure 6 illustrates the top of Pliocene surface elevation contour map, which mirrors284

several features of the top of Basement surface such as the Pegasus and Rakaia basins, the285

structural high at Banks Peninsula from the Miocene-Pliocene volcanism, and the saddle286

structure between Rolleston and Darfield. One significant difference between the top287

Pliocene and top Basement surfaces is the anticline structure, the Cust Anticline, located288

at the Oxford area (Barrell and Begg, 2013; Mahon, 2015). The top Pliocene surface289

has a prominent structural high in the area resulting in outcrop while the top Basement290

surface exhibits a local geologic depression. The Cust Anticline is also mirrored by the top291

Miocene and top Paleogene surfaces, and is highly constrained by the Indopacific Ashley292

River survey and Arcadia-1 well log.293

Figure 7 presents the top of BPV surface elevation contour map. The two volcanoes,294

Lyttelton and Akaroa, form an overall conical structure as proposed by Sewell (1988).295

The general slopes on the northern, eastern and southern sides of Banks Peninsula are296

steep while the western side has a more gentle dip. This is due to the topography that297
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the volcanic structure overlies, deeper basin structures on the offshore sides, and a raised298

saddle structure on the western onshore side. The western extent of BPV is also further299

controlled by these topographic effects as the saddle structure is on the edge of the deep300

Rakaia Basin on the western side. Figure S3, available in the electronic supplement to301

this article, provides a close up of the BPV top surface near the Port Hills where the302

well logs and contours (Brown and Weeber, 1994), CPT data (Jeong and Bradley, 2015;303

McGann et al., 2015), and geologic outcrops (Forsyth et al., 2008) were used to constrain304

the steep subsurface slopes. The developed surface contours adjacent to the outcrop305

resemble the outline of the outcrop, following the surficial valleys and landforms. The306

sedimentary deposits which lie unconformably on the BPV edifice south of Christchurch307

results in large impedance contrasts as a result of the large stiffness contrast between the308

high stiffness volcanic rock and adjacent low stiffness sedimentary deposits.309

Vertical geologic cross sections310

In addition to the presented elevation contour maps of the geologic unit top surfaces in311

Figures 5 to 7, additional vertical cross sections of the geologic units and their correspond-312

ing shear wave velocities (Vs), are presented here to provide a comprehensive evaluation of313

the trends and thicknesses of the various units simultaneously. Four cross sections, whose314

locations are shown in Figures 5 and 6, are presented in this paper. Several additional315

cross sections are presented and discussed in Lee et al. (2016). The velocities for the316

Quaternary unit are prescribed from a 1D velocity model modified from Ristau (2008)317

while the Pliocene, Miocene, BPV and Paleogene units are prescribed velocities derived318

from subsurface data utilized in this study. In particular, the BPV unit includes a thin319

weathered layer for the top 100m of the unit where the velocities are lower but linearly320

increase to the characteristic interval velocity. The weathered layer was prescribed based321

on judgement as preliminary calculations suggested that the velocity contrasts between322

the BPV, and the Quaternary and Pliocene were excessively large at their boundaries.323

The Basement unit utilizes velocities from the 3D regional crustal model from Eberhart-324

Phillips et al. (2010).325
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Figure 8a and 8b present cross sections of constant longitude, Lon5 (172.4°) and Lon6326

(172.7°), respectively. The most apparent feature encountered in the section Lon5 is the327

presence of the BPV ring plain (Arthur, 2013) which overlies the Miocene unit. The328

BPV ring plain has significantly higher velocity than adjacent geologic units and includes329

the aforementioned weathered layer on its top 100m. Lon5 crosses the Ashley River330

area, explicitly showing the deep Basement structure, and also the Cust Anticline in the331

younger units identified in the Indopacific Ashley River reflection lines and Arcadia-1 well.332

Between latitude values of -43.8° and -43.5°, the Basement and Paleogene surfaces exhibit333

an elevation increase which corresponds to the structural saddle between Rolleston and334

Darfield. The Pliocene and Miocene surfaces do not exhibit the same elevation increase335

as their saddle structures are located slightly further east of the transect’s location. Lon6336

crosses the Lyttelton Volcano in the Banks Peninsula area where all units have raised337

elevation as a result of the uplift caused by the offset of the Gebbies Pass fault system338

that elevates the units in outcrop.339

Figure 9a and 9b present cross sections of constant latitude, Lat2 (-43.4°) and Lat5 (-340

44.0°), respectively. Lat2 explicitly crosses the Rakaia Basin and BPV edifice, specifically341

the Akaroa volcano at its eastern edge, and illustrates the BPV’s spatial extent in the342

western direction due to favourable topography in underlying units. The Rakaia Basin,343

deepest around 171.9°, is most apparent in the Basement structure but also apparent in344

the overlying younger units as well. The western end of Lat5 is in Basement outcrop while345

the eastern end lies in the Pegasus Basin. Lat5 has a Pliocene outcrop at 172.6° near the346

Kowai-1 well in the Ashley Forest area, which was also identified from the Christchurch347

area QMap, effectively truncating the Quaternary formations (Forsyth et al., 2008). The348

cross section shows steep subsurface slopes near Basement outcrop with some abrupt349

changes in depth which correspond to implicit characterization of range front faulting.350

Both cross sections show that the Basement structure is notably more complex and faulted351

compared to the younger units.352

An additional five cross sections in an oblique layout are plotted in an isometric fence353

diagram in Figure 10 to highlight the spatial relationship of all geologic units simulta-354
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neously across the Canterbury region. The Rakaia Basin is shown along cross section 1355

and the southwestern end of cross section 5 where the geologic units dip into a regional356

geologic depression. Cross section 2 passes through the Basement outcrop at the South-357

ern Alps range front, along the saddle structure and through Banks Peninsula, explicitly358

detailing the BPV edifice. At the Lyttelton Volcano, the Basement unit outcrops at Geb-359

bies Pass, as mapped by Forsyth et al. (2008). Cross section 3 passes through the Cust360

Anticline in the northwest, and the Christchurch urban area and BPV in the southeast.361

As the Christchurch CBD is located in close proximity to the BPV outcrop where the362

slope of the volcanic edifice is steep, the depth to the relatively stiff BPV is extremely363

variable and has significant implications on site response. The offshore Pegasus Basin is364

shown along cross section 4 and the northeastern end of cross section 5. The Basement365

structure along cross section 4 includes several faults which were interpreted in the dense366

network of seismic reflection lines constraining the area. The structural saddle can be367

observed in cross section 5 around its intersection with cross section 2, most evidently in368

the Basement structure. Cross sections 1–4 also show the large variations in subsurface369

slopes which occur at the range front, relatively gentle in cross sections 1 and 2, and steep370

in cross sections 3 and 4, which are strongly dependent on the faulting present. The large371

variation of unit thicknesses across the Canterbury region is also apparent, although the372

Paleogene unit is noted to be relatively thick throughout the majority of the Canterbury373

region.374

Assessment of surfaces375

In this section, a thorough assessment of the developed model’s geologic surfaces is car-376

ried out through a residual analysis of specific point constraints (petroleum and water377

well logs, and CPT) and qualitative comparisons with previous models. Such an analysis378

is necessary because the use of geostatistical Kriging does not explicitly enforce that the379

surface elevations honour the underlying data, instead yielding a conservative estimate of380

minima and maxima to provide a surface without excessive extrema (Isaaks and Srivas-381

tava, 1989). As a result, it is insightful to understand the differences between the Kriged382
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surfaces, underlying data, and previous models.383

Residual analysis384

The residual analysis of point constraints quantifies the level of agreement between the385

Kriged surfaces and underlying point constraint data, and hence validates the integrity386

of the model surfaces. The residuals are calculated by subtracting the Kriged surface387

elevation from the measured elevation at each respective data point location for each388

relevant surface.389

Water well logs390

Figure 11 illustrates the histogram of residuals between the developed top of BPV surface391

and the utilized Brown and Weeber (1994) well log data. The residuals based on the392

well logs have a mean of -4.29m and standard deviation of 26.31m. The relatively small393

mean suggests there is no practically significant bias in the developed surface across the394

well log residuals. Maintaining small residuals in this Kriging application is difficult for395

several reasons such as the steep topographic slopes making elevations very sensitive, the396

high density of wells in specific areas (highlighted in Figure 2), and differences in data397

sets utilised. Most importantly, the overall aim of the developed model is to capture the398

macro features of the geologic structure rather than the micro features which may cause399

localised disparities. That is, the developed regional models are not a substitute for site-400

specific investigations to constrain details at a specific location. With the aforementioned401

factors in mind, we consider the well log residuals presented to be acceptable.402

Cone penetration test records403

Figure 12 illustrates the histogram of residuals between the top of BPV surface and404

CPT-based elevation data presented in McGann et al. (2015) and Jeong and Bradley405

(2015). The residuals have a collective mean of 0.95m and standard deviation of 14.64m.406

Separately, the McGann et al. (2015) CPT have a mean of -2.94m and standard deviation407

of 5.25m, while the Jeong and Bradley (2015) CPT have a mean of 2.03m and standard408
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deviation of 16.28m. Both collectively and separately, the means and standard deviations409

are small, suggesting there is no bias and the spread is reasonable. The Jeong and410

Bradley (2015) CPT are very closely spaced within the Heathcote Valley area which411

results in larger residuals as the chosen Kriging spacing of 200m x 200m cannot accurately412

accommodate such high-density data located significantly closer together than 200m.413

Petroleum well logs414

Figure 13 illustrates the residuals for all relevant modelled surfaces relative to the data at415

the petroleum well locations (see Figure 2). The mean of the residuals for each geologic416

unit are shown as the large circles while the individual residuals are shown as the various417

smaller symbols with different shape unique to each well. It should be noted that not every418

geologic unit considered was encountered in each of the petroleum wells, the BPV was419

only encountered once in the Leeston-1 well, and in general deeper units are encountered420

less frequently. The mean residuals generally increase in size with unit depth, with the421

exception of the Basement surface, with the Pliocene, Miocene, and Paleogene having422

mean residual values of -22m, -55m, and -64m, respectively. The Basement has a mean423

of -42m but is only encountered in three wells compared to the Pliocene, Miocene and424

Paleogene which are each encountered in six or seven wells. The standard deviations of425

the surfaces follow the same trend, with the Pliocene, Miocene, and Paleogene having426

standard deviations of 50m, 69m, and 112m, respectively. Meanwhile the basement has427

a standard deviation of 52m. The BPV surface is only encountered in one well which428

has a residual of -23m. Considering the elevation values at which the surfaces exist, the429

residuals are considered acceptable. The largest positive residual of the Pliocene, Miocene430

and Paleogene surfaces correspond to the Arcadia-1 well located in the Ashley River area.431

The Arcadia-1 well is located on the Cust Anticline structure near a local maximum with432

steep slopes which can cause significant variations with minor horizontal perturbations433

resulting in a lower surface elevation compared to the direct well measurement.434
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Comparison with previous models435

A comparison of the Kriged surfaces against previous geologic models specifically high-436

lights improvements of the new model, as well as similarities and differences between the437

them. Hicks (1989) and Ghisetti and Sibson (2012) both developed 3D models for the top438

of the Basement structure of the Canterbury region and their interpretations are com-439

pared to the top Basement surface developed in this study. Jongens (2011) developed a440

3D model for the base of Quaternary sediments which is analogous to the top Pliocene441

surface developed in this study. There has been no documented or published 3D models442

for the BPV, Miocene or Paleogene units to date and therefore no qualitative comparisons443

can be made. A brief summary of the comparison is presented here while a comprehensive444

comparison can be found in Lee et al. (2016).445

Key factors which contributed to the differences between the models were the quan-446

tity and quality of underlying data, interpolation techniques, and general understanding447

of the regional geology at the time of development. The Kriged surfaces were found to448

be similar to previous geologic models in areas where the models were constrained by the449

same underlying data while areas which were constrained by different underlying data450

between models were often different. For example, the new top Basement surface model451

and the Ghisetti and Sibson (2012) Basement model are both constrained by high-quality452

seismic reflection lines in the Rakaia Basin and Cust Anticline areas, and therefore appear453

very similar in these areas. On the contrary, the Hicks (1989) model is solely based on454

Bouguer gravity data and therefore appears different to the new top Basement model in455

areas where the limitations of gravity data are prevalent (e.g. where the density of different456

overlying sedimentary layers are similar). The Jongens (2011) base of Quaternary sedi-457

ments model utilized several low-quality BP Shell Todd seismic reflection lines (Kirkaldy458

et al., 1963) in areas which have since had high-quality reflection surveys take place. As459

the newly developed model is extensively constrained by high-quality data across a wider460

area, it is expected that the model is an improvement on the characterization of the461

regional geology over the previous geologic models examined.462
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Seismic velocities of geologic models463

Seismic velocities (P- and S-wave velocities) and densities of the geologic units consid-464

ered have been determined from various data sources for the CantVM including well logs465

and reflection lines, in addition to shear wave profiles developed from surface wave anal-466

ysis (Teague et al., 2015) discussed in Lee et al. (2017). Seismic velocities and density467

are important for many applications including physics-based ground motion simulations468

and depths to specific shear wave velocities for use in empirical ground motion modelling.469

The various data sources provide velocities for their relevant depths but often only pro-470

vide one of three required parameters, P- and S-wave velocities (Vp and Vs), and density471

(ρ). Where only one parameter is provided by data, empirical correlations are utilised to472

provide the other required parameters. The following subsections provide details on the473

various sources, methods and empirical correlations employed to determine the velocities474

utilised in the CantVM.475

Seismic velocities in well logs476

Well logs generally provide information on the depths which geologic units are encoun-477

tered, but also sometimes provide travel time or velocity data obtained from velocity478

surveys. The Kate-1 well had a checkshot survey carried out by Schlumberger Wireline479

Services (Styles et al., 2008) which provided depths, TWTTs, and subsequently calculated480

interval velocities. Unique interval velocities were provided at every shot interval of ap-481

proximately 50m. Using the stratigraphy data detailed in the well log (Styles et al., 2008),482

the interval velocity data can be segregated into the various geologic units considered and483

average velocity values determined.484

Seismic velocities from co-located seismic reflection and well sites485

Several seismic reflection lines were used in conjunction with stratigraphic data from486

petroleum well logs which penetrated the considered geologic horizons to determine char-487

acteristic interval velocities. Several well logs were located along (or near) seismic re-488
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flection lines, as shown in Figure 2. At the locations corresponding to the wells along489

the seismic reflection lines, the TWTT data for each marker horizon is extracted and490

then compared to the stratigraphic depths provided by well logs. The depth and TWTT491

intervals are then used to calculate the corresponding interval velocities. This exercise is492

carried out at all seven petroleum well logs considered in this study, sometimes with reflec-493

tion lines which were not directly used as constraints in the surface development. Overall,494

only one characteristic velocity is determined for each geologic unit for the wider Canter-495

bury region by averaging the velocities calculated across all petroleum wells considered496

as implementation of region-based velocities was not practical due to the small number of497

petroleum well logs with intersecting reflection lines relative to the variations in regional498

geology. Table 2 presents the derived interval Vp which are used for the depth conversion499

of seismic reflection lines and also utilised as the seismic velocities in the CantVM. Ad-500

ditionally, the corresponding Vs and ρ, calculated from correlations presented in the next501

subsection, are also presented. It is noted that, in general across the region, the individ-502

ual geologic units are relatively thin and hence the omission of a depth-dependence in the503

velocities for each unit is considered as a second-order error.504

Empirical correlations between P- and S-wave velocities and den-505

sity506

In order to completely define the CantVM, Vp, Vs and ρ must be defined at all points in507

the model. However, the physical datasets available often only define one of the three re-508

quired parameters. For example, shear wave profiles only define Vs, and seismic reflection509

lines only provide Vp. The exception is the regional crustal model of Eberhart-Phillips510

et al. (2010) (EP2010), used for the Basement structure, which provides all three re-511

quired parameters. In order to generate all three parameters at every point, empirical512

correlations are employed. In particular, the Brocher (2005) correlations and Nafe-Drake513

equation (Ludwig et al., 1970) are utilised in the CantVM and are compared against514

the fully defined EP2010 regional crustal model to benchmark their applicability for the515

Canterbury region.516
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Figure 14 compares the Vs–Vp correlation with the EP2010 regional crustal model517

down to a depth of 23km below mean sea level, which roughly corresponds to the extent518

of applicability of the correlation. The circular symbols represent the EP2010 regional519

crustal model data points, the thick line represents the correlation, and the filled area520

represents the envelope of data used in the regression by Brocher (2005). The correla-521

tion matches the data well at all velocities shown with the data from the EP2010 model522

mostly contained within the regression data envelope. At high Vp, some data falls outside523

the envelope but this data corresponds to points at 23km depth which is located in the524

basement structure defined by the EP2010 regional crustal model and will not utilize525

correlations anyway. At low Vp, the data appears to deviate slightly from the correlation526

but still remains within the regression data envelope. This minor deviation is acceptable527

given the uncertainty inherent in both the data and correlations. Therefore the Brocher528

(2005) Vs–Vp correlation appear valid for the Canterbury region. Comparisons between529

the Brocher (2005) Vs–Vp correlation and Nafe-Drake equation with the EP2010 regional530

crustal model are presented in Lee et al. (2016). The Brocher (2005) Vp–Vs correlation531

compares favourably with the regional crustal model while the Nafe-Drake equation ap-532

pears to systematically underpredict the regional crustal model data by roughly 2% but533

matches the trends observed in the data well.534

Application of the developed Canterbury velocity535

model for depths to constant shear wave velocity536

As alluded to previously, the developed CantVM has several applications for geologic and537

seismic problems utilizing the model’s geologic structure and associated seismic velocities.538

The primary application for the CantVM is 3D ground motion simulations which utilize539

realistic crustal models, such as the CantVM, in seismic wave propagation. The CantVM540

is currently being utilized in ground motion simulations of the 2010-2011 Canterbury541

earthquake sequence (Razafindrakoto et al., 2016) and also large-scale South Island-wide542

simulations such as the Alpine Fault rupture.543
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In addition, attention is given here to an application utilizing Z1.0 obtained from the544

developed velocity model. In practical applications, Z1.0 essentially identifies the thick-545

ness of near-surface sediments which can strongly affect observed ground motions and546

site response (Abrahamson and Silva, 2008). Z1.0 is an important parameter in empirical547

ground motion modelling, commonly used in ground motion prediction equations (GM-548

PEs) to predict intensity measures such as peak ground acceleration (PGA) and spectral549

acceleration (SA) (Abrahamson and Silva, 2008; Chiou and Youngs, 2008; Bradley, 2013).550

The following subsections present an investigation comparing published empirical Z1.0 cor-551

relations with Vs30 data from the Canterbury region, demonstrating the limitations of the552

correlations in a regional application, and the development of a Z1.0 map for the Canter-553

bury region derived from the CantVM. The provision of a Z1.0 map would greatly benefit554

the use and accuracy of GMPEs in the Canterbury region.555

Comparison of regional Vs30 and Z1.0 data against empirical cor-556

relations557

Z1.0 is a parameter which is commonly estimated using empirical correlations with Vs30, as558

measurements of Z1.0 are significantly less common than Vs30 (Kaklamanos et al., 2011).559

Calculated Z1.0 values can be subsequently used in empirical ground motion modelling560

via GMPEs. Below, an investigation comparing commonly used empirical Z1.0 correla-561

tions to Vs30 and Z1.0 data from the Canterbury region is carried out. The empirical562

correlations considered are the Abrahamson and Silva (2008) (AS08), Chiou and Youngs563

(2008) (CY08) and Chiou and Youngs (2014) (CY14) correlations. The regional Vs30 data564

considered are values extracted from the recently developed Vs30 model by McGann et al.565

(2015), which is primarily derived from CPT records, and Vs30 estimates at strong motion566

stations (Wotherspoon et al., 2015).567

Figure 15 presents the comparison of the empirical correlations, and the regional Vs30568

and Z1.0 data. The correlations are significantly different from one another at Vs30 less569

than 200m/s, but begin converging to similar values at Vs30 greater than 300m/s. The570

regional Vs30 and Z1.0 data are subcategorized based on whether the Z1.0 is constrained571
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by the depth to the top of BPV or Miocene units (as both are modelled to have roughly572

Vs ≥1.0km/s). The Vs30 model data in urban Christchurch constrained by the BPV have573

a large range of Z1.0 values as the Vs30 model domain extends across the sloped BPV574

edifice. Despite the range in Z1.0 resulting from the BPV edifice, the Vs30 values are575

relatively similar, between 150m/s and 250m/s, as the top 30m of sediments are similar576

across the urban Christchurch area when the BPV top surface is greater than 30m below577

the ground surface (generally consisting of the Christchurch and Springston formations578

and occasionally the Riccarton Gravel) (Brown and Weeber, 1992). The average Z1.0579

for this subcategory is roughly 460m which is closest to the CY14 correlation. The Vs30580

model data which are constrained by the Miocene unit have Z1.0 generally deeper than581

the data constrained by the BPV, and also a smaller range. The average Z1.0 value for the582

Vs30 model data constrained by the Miocene unit is roughly 700m which fits reasonably583

well to the AS08 correlation. The strong motion station data, constrained by either BPV584

or Miocene, do not closely follow any of the correlations considered and appears to only585

have weak dependence on Vs30. The location of the strong motion stations extend across586

the wider Canterbury region, and hence encounter large variations in geologic structure,587

which may be one cause of the lack of adherence to a single correlation. The observed588

large variations in Vs30 and Z1.0 data reflect the variations in regional geology, and suggest589

that empirical correlations which provide a single Z1.0 value dependent on Vs30 alone are590

unable to accurately predict Z1.0 consistently across the Canterbury region.591

Depth to 1.0km/s shear wave velocity map592

With the development of a regional velocity model for the Canterbury region, it is possible593

to directly obtain Z1.0. Figure 16 presents the Z1.0 map developed from the CantVM.594

Due to the lack of depth dependence in all layers except the Quaternary and Basement595

units, the Z1.0 map is essentially constrained by the top of the BPV where it exists, and596

the top Miocene where the BPV does not exist. Z1.0 in areas where the Miocene (or597

older units) is exposed in outcrop (plotted as topography-shaded areas) are located at598

the ground surface. As a result, the depths shown by the map reflect many structural599
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features present in the BPV and Miocene surfaces, such as the BPV structural high, the600

Pegasus and Rakaia sedimentary basins, and the saddle structure. The Cust Anticline601

is also represented in the surface at roughly 172.4° longitude and -43.3° latitude where602

Z1.0 is shallow. As Christchurch city is located near the BPV outcrop, the Z1.0 values603

vary significantly across the Christchurch urban area (from 0m to roughly 700m) which604

causes significant variations in site response. Although the Z1.0 map can provide Z1.0605

which reflects the regional geology, and is an improvement over empirical correlations, it606

is emphasized that this is a regional representation and site-specific analysis should still607

be considered where appropriate.608

Discussion and conclusions609

A 3D high-resolution velocity model which characterizes five significant geologic units610

was developed for the Canterbury, New Zealand region utilizing an extensive high-quality611

dataset consisting of several dense networks of seismic reflection lines, well logs, and612

geologic contour maps and cross sections. The Kriged surfaces reflected the regional613

geology and were found to have acceptable residuals compared to underlying data. Seismic614

velocities for the modelled units were developed from well logs, seismic reflection surveys615

and empirical correlations, and benchmarked against the regional crustal model developed616

by Eberhart-Phillips et al. (2010). The model has several applications, such as depths to617

constant shear wave velocity horizons as presented in this paper, as well as ground motion618

simulations.619

The 3D CantVM developed in this study has several key limitations which have been620

briefly mentioned previously, but are discussed here directly. These limitations are: (1)621

the use of supplemental constraints that are driven by a conceptual understanding of the622

regional geology, but not explicit data, (2) the exclusion of explicit modelling of several623

geologic units which are instead assimilated into other CantVM units, (3) the exclusion624

of discontinuous changes in elevation due to faulting, (4) the simplified prescriptions of625

seismic velocities in the units across the entire modelled region, and (5) the lack of depth626

and overburden pressure dependence of velocities within each geologic unit. The result627
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of these limitations is a reduction in the accuracy of the model representation of the628

real geologic structure and geophysical properties in the relevant subregions. Examples629

of affected subregions include areas without physical data constraints, where assimilated630

geologic units have significant thickness in reality, where there is an abundance of sig-631

nificant faulting, and where velocities vary and deviate significantly from the averaged632

interval velocities used. The principal result of the model inaccuracies in ground motion633

simulations is likely to be a reduction in the quality of seismic wave propagation in these634

subregions. Such inaccuracies can be better understood by explicitly examining the errors635

in seismic wave propagation via the comparison of observed and simulated ground mo-636

tions. In particular, the residual errors obtained from many small-to-moderate magnitude637

events (an independent data source) can be used in an inversion process to improve this638

initial CantVM, labelled as version 1. The importance, therefore, is that the initial model639

developed here provides an adequately realistic representation of the modelled region,640

in light of available data, despite the limitations present, so that formal inversions can641

rapidly converge to a more accurate representation of the real geologic structure.642

Data and resources643

Seismic reflection lines and wells related to petroleum exploration were obtained from the644

online New Zealand Petroleum and Minerals (NZPAM) website, https://data.nzpam.645

govt.nz/GOLD/system/mainframe.asp (Last accessed April 2015). Water well data646

was provided by Environment Canterbury, http://canterburymaps.govt.nz/ (Last ac-647

cessed September 2015). The Canterbury QMap can be obtained through GNS Sci-648

ence, http://www.gns.cri.nz/ (Last accessed June 2015). The CPT data was obtained649

from the Canterbury Geotechnical Database (now known as the New Zealand Geotechni-650

cal Database) https://www.nzgd.org.nz/ (Last accessed February 2014). Topography651

digital elevation models were obtained from the Land Research Information Systems,652

LRIS, portal (https://lris.scinfo.org.nz/) (Last accessed June 2015).653

Figures were prepared using Generic Mapping Tools (http://gmt.soest.hawaii.654

edu/) and the geologic surface development was carried out using the MOVE geologic655
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modelling software suite (http://www.mve.com/).656
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Table 2: Interval velocities and densities of geologic units in the Canterbury region.

Geologic Unit
P-wave Velocity

(m/s)
S-wave Velocity

(m/s)∗
Density
(gm/cc)†

Quaternary 1750 457 1.78

Pliocene 2100 677 1.95

Banks Peninsula
volcanics

4000 2282 2.39

Miocene 2500 984 2.09

Paleogene 2850 1281 2.19

Late Cretaceous 3000 1413 2.22

Mt. Somers volcanics 4400 2597 2.45

Basement 3800 2115 2.36

∗S-wave velocity obtained from the Brocher (2005) correlation using the P-wave interval

velocities.

†Density obtained from the Nafe-Drake equation (Ludwig et al., 1970; Brocher, 2005)

using the P-wave interval velocities.
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Figure 1: Simplified stratigraphic column detailing the general geologic sequence of the

Canterbury, New Zealand region. Included are the considered geologic units, equivalent

formations and inferred ages in millions of years (Ma), and corresponding interval ve-

locities. The Banks Peninsula volcanics were emplaced during a time interval between

the Miocene and Pliocene while the Mt. Somers volcanics generally overlies the geologic

Basement. ∗Note: The units and unit boundaries are principally defined from a litholog-

ical perspective, hence the use of age-related unit names, used for brevity, represents the

predominant age of the lithological unit, and unit boundaries are not synonymous with

geologic age definitions.
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Figure 2: Summary of all data, both physical and derived, used in the development of

the Canterbury velocity model (CantVM). Areas where geologic units have outcropped

are shown as solid polygons. The location of the seismic reflection line shown in Figure 3

is annotated. The area used for the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence (CES)

simulations [e.g. Razafindrakoto et al. (2016)] is also shown.
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Figure 3: Illustration of interpretation and depth-conversion of the 99-103 line from the

Indopacific IP256-99 survey located in the Rakaia River area including the location of two

tie line intersections with the 98-004 and 98-001 lines of the Indopacific IP256-98 survey,

where checks are carried out for consistency between the lines. The Banks Peninsula

volcanics are identified in the reflection line. (a) The uninterpreted reflection line in

TWTT to show the common starting point for seismic reflection line processing for this

study; (b) the interpreted reflection line in TWTT with marker horizons and faults; and

(c) the depth-converted interpreted reflection line. All lines have 5x vertical exaggeration.
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Figure 4: Isometric view of the modelled geologic surfaces overlying the domain utilized for

ground motion simulations of the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence highlighting

their stratigraphic sequence. The smaller extent of Banks Peninsula volcanics is displayed

on the basemap and the Banks Peninsula volcanics surface can also be explicitly observed

between the Pliocene and Miocene surfaces. The top of the Quaternary represents the

ground surface and is therefore omitted for clarity.
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Figure 5: Top of Basement surface elevation contour map with petroleum wells, seis-

mic reflection lines, geologic cross sections, mapped faults and the locations of the cross

sections presented in the vertical geologic cross sections section.
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Figure 6: Top of Pliocene surface elevation contour map with petroleum wells, seismic re-

flection lines, geologic cross sections, mapped faults and the locations of the cross sections

presented in the vertical geologic cross sections section.
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Figure 7: Top of Banks Peninsula volcanics surface elevation contour map with petroleum

wells, seismic reflection lines, cross sections and mapped faults plotted. The zoomed in

area plotted in Figure S3 is also shown.
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Figure 8: Cross sections of the Canterbury geologic structure and corresponding shear

wave velocities: (a) Lon5 (172.4°); and (b) Lon6 (172.7°). 20x vertical exaggeration.
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Figure 9: Cross sections of the Canterbury geologic structure and corresponding shear

wave velocities: (a) Lat2 (-43.8°); and (b) Lat5 (-43.2°). 45x vertical exaggeration.
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Figure 11: Histogram of the Brown and Weeber (1994) well log residuals illustrating the

difference between the Kriged Banks Peninsula volcanics surface and the data utilized in

its development.

Figure 12: Histogram of the McGann et al. (2015) and Jeong and Bradley (2015) CPT-

based elevation data residuals illustrating the difference between the Kriged Banks Penin-

sula volcanics surface and the data utilized in its development.
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Figure 13: Petroleum well log residuals for each geologic unit considered illustrating the

difference between the Kriged surfaces and the data utilized in its development. Each

well is represented by a unique symbol allowing for well specific trends to be identified.
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Figure 14: Vs–Vp Brocher (2005) correlation compared against the Eberhart-Phillips et al.

(2010)regional crustal model. Circles represent the regional crustal model data, the thick

line represents the correlation and the filled area represents the regression envelope.
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Figure 15: Comparison of regional Z1.0 and Vs30 data from the recently developed Vs30

model by McGann et al. (2015) and strong motion stations against three empirical corre-

lations, Abrahamson and Silva (2008); Chiou and Youngs (2008, 2014).
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Figure 16: Depth to 1.0km/s shear wave velocity map of the Canterbury region.
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Table S1. Seismic reflection surveys and lines utilized in the Canterbury velocity model 

(CantVM) development. 

Survey Year Lines Reference 

Indopacific IP256-98 1998 001-005 PR2391 

Indopacific IP256-99 1999 101-116 PR2424 

Indopacific IP256-00 2000 201-218 PR2480 

South Island GeopHisical 

Transect SIGHT 

1996 1E, 4E, 41E Okaya et al. 

(2007) 

Canterbury Basin CB82 1982 02, 04, 06, 08, 10, 11, 14 PR898 

Anschutz New Zealand ANZ 2000 001 PR2504 

New Zealand NZ 1973 80 PR614 

University of Calgary 

Christchurch Seismic 

2011 Barbadoes Street, New Brighton, 

Highfield Road, Robinson’s Road 

Lawton et 

al. (2012) 

OGS Explora 1994 100 PR3165 

Green Gate GG-06 2006 001-006 PR3627 

Green Gate GG-07 2007 001-005, 101-109 PR3628 

Kaharoa 2011 1-8, 10, 13 Barnes et al. 

(2011) 

ETH Zurich Canterbury 

Plains 

2010 S1-S4 Dorn et al. 

(2010) 
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Table S2.  Details of the petroleum exploration well logs in the Canterbury region. 

Well Name 
Longitude 

(º) 

Latitude 

(º) 

Total 

Depth (m) 
Year Company Report 

Arcadia-1 

(AR) 
172.350 -43.275 1479 2000 

Century Drilling and 

Energy Services Ltd. 
PR2561  

Chertsey-1 

(CH) 
171.938 -43.807 661 1920 

Canterbury 

Petroleum 

Prospecting Co. Ltd. 

PR236 

Ealing-1 

(EA) 
171.483 -44.052 1696 2000 

Century Drilling and 

Energy Services Ltd. 
PR2559 

JD-George-

1 (JD) 
171.901 -43.919 1647 1969 

New Zealand 

Petroleum 

Exploration Co. Ltd. 

PR527 

Kate-1 

(KA) 
172.829 -43.106 1112 2008 Greengate Ltd. PR3929 

Kowai-1 

(KO) 
172.602 -43.159 1412 1978 

Offshore Mining Co. 

Ltd. 
PR722 

Leeston-1 

(LE) 
172.301 -43.676 1155 1969 

New Zealand 

Petroleum 

Exploration Co. Ltd. 

PR526 
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